21 November 2009

GOLDEN DAWN…. JUST BEFORE THE SUNRISE
It is my pleasure to announce the beginning of the long-awaited GDF PACIFIC PROJECT with its three
major phases as an introduction in the fourth, i.e., a general and final phase. This project is significant and
noble work: Universal Global Dialogue, where “flavor” from the West meets “scent” from the East for a
“full taste” of what is supposed to be Global Freedom, Peace and Justice on spiritual, scientific, i.e., material
and energetic level and area, for every heart, mind and soul, for every creative intellect on this beautiful
planet Earth as our one and only home, without double standards and discriminations.
Establishing and providing the space and place for DIALOGUE in this far far East part of the world is
making this noble dream and goal, as a mankind “need and must”- ancient and modern dream and goal, since
the beginning, possible and real.
This noble goal/action-GLOBAL DIALOGUE, is imperative for mankind. Without it, a complete
organizational structure for dialogue and for achieving a complete and full “taste” of what is to be the
beginning of our brighter and safer future, is unimaginable and is not possible.
This noble goal is possible only by reaching all hearts and souls of this beautiful planet and only by reaching
their collective and individual memory, needs, dreams, plans, wishes … theirs and our past, present, hopes
and longing for a brighter and safer “golden dawn” of tomorrow to take place.
Then and only then, integrating and incorporating mankind as wholeness, from all and for all “via a grand
gate” into the global family of nations, cultures, civilizations, faiths and religions, states and civil corporate /
business societies, with the rest of this huge universal family of friends, brothers and sisters from different
backgrounds, status and belief, could and should take place.
All this is extremely important from many aspects, but with only one real goal that will make us, as well
everybody else, completely free as complete spiritual and material creative intelligent beings. That is the
knowledge that all mankind past encrypted in our own dreams, DNA and in all dimensions of our existence,
… i.e., knowledge that all our heritage and identity will have to be and will be recognized and preserved, our
own past i.e. identity and continuity of our own physical and spiritual existence. By knowing that, all barriers
will fall and are falling with the aim to achieve sustainable creative and positive progress and pathway into a
the safer and brighter future for all on this planet as our one and only Home - our Planet Earth. This is a step
ahead, real and visible like the sun in the shiny golden dawn of a beautiful morning in spring, long-awaited
spring for the planet and mankind as Universal and Peaceful Brotherhood - Unity in Diversity with Dialogue
as their way of life and code from and into the eternity.
With this announcement, it is imperative to note and conclude that GDI/GDF major general- Universal
“frame” is completed and the “circle”, after 21 years of hard work is closed. Opened are wide avenues for
cooperative progressive creativeness on both local and global levels for development and progress of the
whole community, everywhere on this planet.
Using this frame and model, speed recovery and fast growing community in all and every area of
development and of concern is achievable, while maintaining independence and recognition of each and
every identity and cultural/ religious/ traditional etc., heritage safe and recorded, so true freedom of mind,
body, soul, and intellect is by hand, achievable and will be achieved once and for all, freedom of and for the

collective wholeness. Freedom of/for individuals- humans as a whole energetic/spiritual and material beings,
true freedom- well deserved and long-awaited freedom in and from every aspect and in every dimension of
our existence - reachable and given back to all equally, without double standards and discrimination.
We are living in a crucial time of great change from almost every aspect of our daily life. Our science is
relatively young to give answers to all questions and unfortunately, curiosity of many within that area offer
more questions than answers in dealing with the unknown for us at this stage of development in this time.
Our history is short like our collective memory and what is left is mostly full of bad things … . However, one
thing is striking above all as a most important thing in all this- the fact that ancient cultures were flourishing
for hundreds of years with their knowledge and life style and their unique for them way of living with
themselves and with the nature as well- as one. So In this hard time, it is imperative for us to “switch back”
and to celebrate our past, living with happiness in this present while creating the progressive future more
brighter and safer, for us and our generations to come…. With this orientation and possibility, our current
knowledge recognizing benefits of old traditional way of living, and combining it with modern knowledge
and technologies will help us to achieve needed improvement of our environment for self and for all life
forms on this planet. This again is possible by combining ancient way of living with current knowledge and
technologies. So, we are truly entering the new world order and we are building the new culture and
civilization of peace from planet earth. In fact this is real time when “new” is dependent and is building on
“old”, in other words, we are living in a time when the end of one circle is reaching the beginning of the new
circle. The new one is better, wider, brighter, safer… In fact we are entering the time when Alfa meets/ met
Omega … yes the 8-th day since the beginning, the era of well-balanced mankind society as Universal
Brotherhood of Man, society full of Justice and Peace, opportunity and Progress, Dignity, Respect and Love
for all… So Welcome to My World, Welcome to The World and Kingdom of Light, Yes, You too…!
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